Supply chain management literature calls for coordination between the different members of the chain. Materials should be moved from one supplier to the next according to a just-in-time schedule. In this paper we develop an evolutionary algorithm (EA) for optimal synchronization of supply chains. In developing our algorithm, we use the economic delivery and scheduling model and analyze supply chains dealing with multiple-components. We test the performance of the proposed EA and show that it provides optimal, or near optimal, solutions for a wide range of problems. The EA is shown to be much faster at solving large problems than an enumeration procedure and exhibits robust behavior when tested on a variety of different problem parameters. q
Introduction
In today's increasing global and competitive marketplace, it is imperative that members of a supply chain work together in an effort to minimize overall transportation, holding, and setup cost. Ef®cient and effective management of material¯ow across a supply chain is critical to its success (Hand®eld & Nichols, 1999) . A supply chain involves suppliers (one or more tiers), assemblers/manufacturers, distribution centers, retailers and customers as shown in Fig. 1 . The ®gure shows two types of supply chain con®gurations. A simple supply chain is one in which each supplier is captive and supplies one or more components to only one upper tier supplier or assembly facility (AF). A complex supply chain is one in The main shortcoming of this approach is that can be used for constrained problems. On the other hand, constraints do not represent a problem for EAs (Michalewicz, 1992) .
In Section 2, we describe the problem. In Section 3, we provide a summary of relevant aspects of EAs, followed in Section 4 by our proposed implementation of the EA for the simple supply chain problem. In Section 5 we discuss the results of testing the proposed EA. Section 6 wraps up the paper with a brief discussion of managerial implications, suggestions for future research, and some concluding comments.
Supply chain synchronization problem
The goal of the proposed EA is to solve a multi-stage synchronized simple supply chain problem, which is an extension of the traditional ELDSP. The original ELDSP is characterized by a supply chain consisting of a supplier that produces components on a single production line or machine, accumulates the components, and then delivers them to an AF (Hahm & Yano, 1992 , 1995a . The AF uses the components at a constant rate. Hahm and Yano (1995a) considered a situation where the supplier is captive and supplies many components to only one assembly plant. The assumptions of the ELDSP are:
a. the supplier produces the components on a single machine one at a time, b. production and usage rates are deterministic and constant, c. the supplier incurs sequence independent setup cost and setup time, d. there is a single delivery from the supplier to the AF per cycle, during which one batch of each component is produced, e. both the supplier and the assembler incur linear holding cost on component inventory, and f. the delivery charge per shipment is ®xed.
Let:
production time per unit of component j at supplier g u jg the value added by supplier g to component j U jh the value of component j after the transformation by supplier h, U jh P h g1 u jg I fraction holding cost S jg setup cost for component j at supplier g s jg setup time for component j at supplier g D jg demand for component j at supplier g A g transportation cost per delivery at supplier g and T g setup interval (time between setups); also equal to the delivery interval (time between deliveries) for supplier g, a decision variable Because holding cost is dependent on accumulated inventory, the production sequence of each component is an important consideration. The number of possible production sequences at any given supplier is equal to the factorial of the number of components involved. For example, a three-component problem has six possible supplier production sequences. The inventory levels for two cycles of the {2,1,3} sequence are shown in Fig. 2 for a given value of T, where T is the delivery cycle time.
We ®rst introduce the independent solution (IS) for each supplier. Under the IS each supplier optimizes its own component production sequence and cycle time. The IS solution is usually infeasible because it does not allow for synchronization. We then formulate the supply chain synchronization problem.
The independent solution
Hahm and Yano (1995a) developed an ef®cient heuristic algorithm for solving the ELDSP where only a single supplier is included, and tested the performance of the algorithm. The experimental results showed that the algorithm identi®ed the optimal solution for a broad range of problems. The algorithm builds on some results of scheduling theory (Baker, 1974) . The idea is to produce components with long processing times and low holding costs early in the sequence and components with short processing time and high holding cost late in the sequence. This policy ensures that components with high holding cost will not wait for long times to be shipped. Let [i] be the index of the component produced in the ith position. The total cost for supplier g per unit time is:
the set of all possible production sequences at supplier g, and
v jg ID jg u jg ;
and
The total cost becomes
and the ELDSP for supplier g is to minimize TC g subject to:
Constraint (3) ensures that there is suf®cient time within the delivery interval T g to set up and produce the components needed at the AF during T g . Since the second derivative d 2 TC g =dT 2 g . 0 for T g . 0; setting the ®rst derivative dTC g =dT g 0 gives the optimal delivery cycle for a ®xed production sequence for supplier g as
Since Eq. (4) may not always yield a feasible solution, the optimal delivery cycle time for a given production sequence is given by
The synchronized solution
If the supply chain is synchronized at a delivery cycle time T, the total inventory holding cost at the AF per unit time is
where S G11 is the ordering cost at the AF. The total cost for the whole chain is
For a ®xed sequence
For any T . 0; d 2 TC=dT 2 . 0: Therefore, for a ®xed set of sequences at the different suppliers, TC is convex in T and the optimal value of T is:
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Since constraint (3) may be binding for one or more suppliers, the optimal cycle time is given by
Because there are a ®nite number of candidate solutions, an enumeration procedure for minimizing Eq. (8) can be developed. For each set of sequences n i 1 ; n i 2 ; ¼; n i G ; the optimal value of T can be obtained using Eq. (12). The enumeration procedure can therefore identify all local minima and subsequently the global minima. Thus, the enumeration procedure provides means for checking the EA solution against the global minima. While the enumeration procedure will guarantee a global optimal solution it is computationally prohibitive for large problems. The problem size increases very rapidly as illustrated in Table 1 . A problem with G suppliers and J components will have (J!) G local minima. For example, a four-supplier ®ve-component problem has (5!) 4 207,360,000 local minima, each corresponds to a unique combination of production sequences for each supplier.
Evolutionary algorithms
An EA is a problem solving technique that uses the concepts of evolution and hereditary to produce quality solutions to complex problems that typically have enormous search spaces and are therefore dif®cult to solve. A well designed EA allows for the ef®cient and effective exploration and exploitation of the problem's search space of feasible solutions in an effort to identify the global optimal, or near optimal, solution to dif®cult problems.
EAs create and manipulate a group of possible solutions referred to as a population. Each possible solution within the population is called an individual. The population undergoes change throughout the run of the EA thereby evolving the individuals toward a best solution. Within the EA, the population loops through a series of processes a number of times; each executed loop is known as a generation. These processes include an evaluation process, an alteration process, and a selection process. These processes may occur in various orders, however, each is required at each generation (Michalewicz, 1992) .
The evaluation process uses an evaluation function that assesses the relative ®tness of each individual of the population at each generation. In addition, at each generation a number of individuals are subjected to some form of change. These alterations are manifested through the use of genetic operators. Genetic operators can be either mutation operators, which introduce small changes within a single individual, or crossover operators, which cut and paste different parts from two or more individuals together in order to create new individuals called offspring. The probability of an individual experiencing some form of transformation within any given generation is subject to the prede®ned parameters of the probability of mutation, and/or the probability of crossover. Through this process, some, or all, of the individuals are altered and used to create a new population for the next generation. Finally, the EA uses the evaluated ®tness of each individual to promote the survival of the best individuals to the next generation. This use of selective pressure encourages the population to converge to a quality solution. The EA will run for a predetermined maximum number of generations or until some speci®ed terminating condition is meet. Each EA is unique in its design with regard to several important elements. Some of these elements include data structure, genetic operators, method for creating the initial population, constraint handling techniques, evaluation function, selection method, generational policy, parameters, and terminating conditions. Parameters include population size, maximum number of generation, probability of mutation, and/or the probability of crossover. However, regardless of the differences, all EAs attempt to evolve the individuals within the population through the use of genetic operators and selective pressures to converge at a suitable solution to complex problems.
An evolutionary algorithm for supply chain synchronization
The proposed EA is designed for the simple supply chain con®guration of Fig. 1 and provides a starting point for future work with complex supply chains. The proposed EA begins with a randomly generated initial population that is composed of individuals with only feasible solutions. Randomly generated integer sequences that represent permutations of possible production sequences for all suppliers within the supply chain are added to each individual. The generation of integers is accomplished using a random generator and then scaling the generated numbers as needed and rounding them to the closest integer. In addition, modi®cations and changes produced by the two operators used in the EA on the population of individuals are restricted so that only feasible solutions are produced. Finally, the population size is maintained constant throughout the run of the EA.
The problem has one constraint, the minimal cycle time t, given by Eq. (6), necessary to produce the required demand for all the components at each supplier. The value of T for the supply chain can never be less than the largest t of any of the suppliers.
The main elements of an EA include an evaluation function, representation, genetic operators, and selection method. The evaluation function used here is the total cost for the supply chain, given by Eq. (8). Individuals within the population with the lowest total cost are deemed to be of a better quality than those with a higher total cost.
The proposed EA uses a unique data structure. While synchronized supply chain problems are essentially discrete permutation problems that are best represented using integer values that correspond to real world representation of possible solutions, the actual data structure used for this work is a¯oating point array. This¯oating point array data structure allows for the recording of detailed cost and cycle time values as well as sequence information for each supplier within each individual in the population. The data structure is designed to be dynamic, allowing the EA to be used for a wide variety of possible combination of suppliers and components without modi®cation to the EA program code. Fig. 3 is a graphical representation of an individual with G suppliers. The ®rst three locations within an individual contains the total cost (TC), synchronized delivery cycle time (T ), and the maximum t for all suppliers. The next part of the individual is populated with a sequence of integers that represent a possible sequence in which to produce the components for the ®rst supplier. Following this sequence, additional information about the supplier is added to the individual, which pertains to the IS. The remaining array elements of the individual contains similar information for each supplier in order of the material¯ow in the chain. The last entry in the individual array is the cost to the AF. The mechanisms used to manipulate the individuals within the EA, known as genetic operators, are another important characteristic of any EA. Two operators were created, the high level crossover operator shown in Fig. 4 and the low level crossover operator shown in Fig. 5 . These two operators were developed to address the unique nature of the problem and the structure of the chosen data representation. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , each individual is composed of many sub-chromosomes and other data related to the whole supply chain. Each sub-chromosome represents one supplier and appears within the individual, a large composite chromosome, in the order in which the supplier appears within the supply chain. In addition, each sub-chromosome contains two separate parts. The ®rst part contains a component production sequence for that supplier. The second part contains pertinent information about the supplier. Therefore, because of the unique nature of the sub-chromosomes and their non-interchangeable relationship within the large composite chromosome (i.e. the individual) traditional crossover and mutation genetic operators could not be used.
Because the ®rst part of each sub-chromosome is ostensibly a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) where each supplier's production sequence is dependent on the synchronized cycle time T for the supply chain, traditional genetic operators used within a sub-chromosome would inevitably create infeasible solutions. The infeasibility can result from including any given component more than once and excluding one or more components from the production sequence. While some EAs allow for the inclusion of such infeasible solutions, or include repair algorithms to transform them into feasible solutions, the proposed EA was designed to control alterations so that only feasible solutions will be created (Michalewicz, 1992) .
For the high level crossover operator, the program randomly generates two numbers that identify two individuals from the present generation of individuals. The individual with the best (lowest) total cost is chosen to be the ®rst parent. This process is then repeated to ®nd a second parent. The high level genetic operator then treats each sub-chromosome as a gene and alternately swaps these genes between two parents in order to create two new offspring individuals. This technique maintains the order of the sub-chromosomes within the composite individual, introduces random change into the supply chain, and creates two feasible offspring individuals. These two new individuals are added to the next generation's population.
The low level genetic operator was developed to introduce changes into corresponding sub-chromosomes of two individuals while maintaining feasibility. This was realized by implementing an ordinal representation technique that has been previously used in TSPs (Michalewicz, 1992) . The ordinal representation technique allows for the introduction of random changes within the component production sequence part of a sub-chromosome while maintaining its feasibility.
As with the high level crossover, two parents are selected by choosing the best two individuals from two pairs of randomly selected individuals from the present generation. A randomly generated number is used to select a supplier within the supply chain. This supplier's sequence becomes subject to modi®ca-tion. Another randomly generated number is produced to indicate a cut location for a one-point crossover. The corresponding supplier sequence within each of the two parents is then translated into an ordinal representation prior to a one-point crossover operation. After the crossover is completed on the ordinal representation of each parent's chosen supplier sequence, the resulting ordinal representation is translated back to its original format. This creates two new offspring individuals that are subsequently added to the population of individuals for the next generation.
Several selection methods are incorporated within the EA. An elitist selection method is used to ensure that the best solution from each generation is retained in the population for the next generation. In addition, for both the high and low level operators, a tournament selection is conducted to choose the best individuals to be used as parents. Finally, a tournament selection is used to ®ll in the remaining individuals of the population for the next generation from the previous generation's population. Therefore, it is possible that a given individual may be used to create the new population for undetermined number of times.
The termination condition for the EA states that if all members of the population have the same total cost value (i.e. all members of the population have converged and have the same value for total cost) then the program should stop. Otherwise, processing will terminate when the program has cycled through a predetermined number of generations.
Results
To test the performance of the EA, an enumeration procedure that identi®es the global minima was used. The enumeration procedure was used because there are no other algorithms for solving the problem when dealing with many suppliers in series. The results of the EA are compared to the results from the enumeration procedure and both the dollar and percent differences are calculated. The number of local minimums for each size in Table 1 are computed using (J!)
G . The 17 problem sizes shown in bold in the table were used to test the EA.
A number of preliminary tests using three supplier, ®ve-component (3 £ 5) problems were run to determine the optimal combination of population size, maximum number of generations, and the probability of the two crossover operators. For this research, a population size of 500, a probability of high level crossover of 0.2, and a probability of low level crossover of 0.79 were found to be the best. The maximum number of generations was set to equal 100. However, for all tests of the EA, the best solutions have consistently been found in relatively small number of generations, well below 100. As expected, the larger and more complex the problem, the more generations, on average, are required to identify the best solution. Table 2 shows the average number of generations it takes the EA to ®nd a good solution.
In addition, it is interesting to note the difference in the running time of the EA as opposed to the enumeration procedure. The top number in each cell of Table 3 represents the run time of the enumeration procedure, while the lower number is the run time of the EA. As the table shows, as the problems To verify that the EA performs well for a broad range of problems the following experiment was conducted. Table 4 shows the seven uniform distributions that were used to generate problem parameters to test the EA. The three parameters used are (1) the ratio of the setup cost to the holding cost (S jg /I), (2) the tightness of the capacity constraint Y g P n j1 p jg D j ; and (3) the amount of value added at each supplier (u jg ).
Thirty problems were generated for each of the seven different distributions of Table 4 resulting in 210 randomly generated problems for each of the 17 different problem sizes shown in bold in Table 1 for a total of 3570 problems.
For clarity, problems are classi®ed as type I or type II. Type I problems are ones for which the EA identi®ed the global optimal solution. Type II problems are ones in which the EA did not identify the global optimal solution (which was found using enumeration). Table 5 shows the percentage of all type I and type II problems for each tested distribution. From this table it can be observed that the lowest type I 30, 60] percentage is 96.2745%, the average type I percentage for all problems is 96.8908%, and the highest type I percentage is 97.8431%. Table 6 breaks down type II problems by size. Note that only ®ve sizes out of the 17 tested resulted in type II problems. The 2 £ 6 size (two-supplier and six-component) experienced more type II problems than any other size even though it is smaller. One possible explanation for this is that there are many alternate near optimum solutions clustered together in different regions of the search space.
When type II problems are examined, it is easy to get a clear understanding of how the EA performed even when it failed to identify the global minimum. Type II problems have extremely small errors. Table  7 shows the average percent difference for all type II problems by size. From this table we can see that although the 2 £ 6 problems have the largest frequency of type II problems, they have the lowest average percent difference (0.001730%). The highest average percent differences belong to 5 £ 4 and 3 £ 5 problems at 0.003818 and 0.003331%, respectively. The largest type II problem percent difference of 0.011125% is found for a 3 £ 5 problem. For this problem, the EAs solution was $334,313.844, and the enumeration solution process was $334,276.656, resulting in $37.188 difference.
Discussion and conclusion
We propose an EA which identi®es an optimal, or near optimal, synchronized delivery cycle time and suppliers' component sequences for a multi-supplier, multi-component simple supply chain. The EA also calculates a synchronized delivery cycle time for the entire supply chain, the cumulative cost throughout the supply chain, and the cost to each supplier. The EA has been shown to be very ef®cient at ®nding, if not the global optimal solution, at least a very near optimal solution to complex permutation problems. Of particular interest is the speed at which the EA is able to identify solutions for supply chain synchronization problems.
This work addresses a unique type of problem from an evolutionary computing perspective. Past work that focused on solving complex scheduling problems using evolutionary computing techniques, such as Khouja, Michalewicz, and Vijayaragavan (1998) , Khouja, Michalewicz, and Wilmot (1998) , Khouja, Michalewicz, and Satoskar (2000) , typically focused on solving scheduling problems for a single manufacturing facility and used classical binary and Grey representation, both crossover and mutation genetic operators, allowed individuals within the population to contain infeasible solutions, and used two-point crossover. This is in contrast to the proposed EA which used¯oating point representation (eliminating the need for mapping techniques), used two hybrid crossover genetic operators, allowed for only feasible solutions, and employed one-point crossover. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , each individual is made up of a sub-chromosomes for each supplier as well as aggregate information about the supply chain and information pertaining to the ®nal AF. While the data stored within an individual is complex, the data structure is designed to be easy to read and dynamic, allowing the EA to solve a variety of different size problems. In addition, the maximum number of generations for this EA was set relatively low, 100, because the EA identi®ed good solutions in a very small number of generations, and the population size was set rather high, 500, based on the results of preliminary tests.
Future research may focus on the modi®cation of the two genetic operators, or perhaps the introduction of a third genetic operator, to further improve the EAs performance. The use of two-point crossover may also prove to be bene®cial. Another possibility is to create a new population by performing a tournament selection on a current population before the genetic operators are applied. This technique may increase selective pressure, thereby improving the performance of the EA. The initial results reported in this work are very promising and it is anticipated that the proposed EA will be expanded in future research to address complex supply chain problems shown in Fig. 1 . It appears that EAs may be used to provide real time solutions to complex practical business problems. 
